PART B

THIS SECTION ONLY TO BE ANSWERED BY F.B.A.S. AFFILIATED SOCIETIES APPLYING FOR A FEDERATION CHAMPIONSHIP CLASS
(Championship Pin & Qualifying Certificate will be awarded per Class)

PLEASE NOTE CHAMPIONSHIP CLASSES WILL ONLY BE ALLOCATED TO SOCIETIES WHOSE OPEN SHOWS ARE RUN TO F.B.A.S. RULES

1). DO YOU WISH TO APPLY FOR A FEDERATION CHAMPIONSHIP CLASS………………

2). DO YOU WISH TO APPLY FOR A SECOND FEDERATION CHAMPIONSHIP CLASS (subject to availability)……………………

3). IN MAKING AN APPLICATION YOU ACCEPT THAT ALL CHAMPIONSHIP CLASS DISTRIBUTION IS ENTIRELY AT THE DISCRETION OF THE TROPHY & BROOCH OFFICER.

4). THE FEDERATION TROPHY & BROOCH RULES ARE UNDERSTOOD AND ACCEPTED BY YOUR SOCIETY AND IT IS ACCEPTED THAT FAILURE TO RETURN TO THE TROPHY & BROOCH OFFICER ALL THE SHOW RETURN FORMS WILL JEOPARDISE ANY FUTURE APPLICATIONS………..

5). ARE ALL THE JUDGES EMPLOYED APPROVED AND RECOGNISED BY THE FEDERATION:………

7). HAS YOUR SOCIETY PAID ITS F.B.A.S MEMBERSHIP FEE FOR THE YEAR IN WHICH THE SHOW IS TO BE HELD ……… F.B.A.S Affiliation No .…………

CHAMPIONSHIP CLASSES WILL NOT BE ALLOCATED TO SOCIETIES UNTIL THEY HAVE RENEWED THEIR F.B.A.S. MEMBERSHIP

FOR OFFICIAL USE

DATE APPLICATION & DRAFT RECEIVED:……………….. PROVISIONAL ACCEPTANCE:………………

ADVERTS ISSUED: …………………

DATE SENT BACK: ……………………….. DATE RETURNED BY SOCIETY: ………………………

REASON SENT BACK: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………

DATE FINAL SCHEDULE RECEIVED:…………………..

SOCIETY PACK ISSUED:………. CHAMPIONSHIP CLASS (ES) ISSUED:…………………..

B.I.S. ISSUED: ………………… RETURN FORMS ISSUED: ………………..

DATE SENT BY POST: ……………………….. SENT BY HAND, VIA: …………………………………………..

DATE ENGRAVING FEE RETURNED……………………

REASON APPLICATION REFUSED: ………………………………………………………………………………………………..

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
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